INFORMATION SUMMARY
12 OCT 2016
1800 SHIFT CHANGE
Vehicles from the Seven Council Fire Camp continue to patrol local roads in search of DAPL employees. A social media blackout continues and information from within the camp remains limited. A 21 September overflight of the Spirit Camp identified military style training among tribal males. Inside the camp there is a veterans camp with and excess of 30 individuals. Additionally, information gained from sources indicate the presence of motorcycle club members and members of the MS13, the Mexican gangbangers and cartel enforcers. Tribal leaders from the Standing Rock Reservation sent road grating equipment and gravel trucks to prepare the camp for winter, despite its location on Army Corps of Engineers property, and no authority to do so.
Current known belligerents link analysis
At points of contention in Lee County, Iowa weather continues to remain rainy until the winter months decrease temperatures in the southern Iowa area. Due to the primitive shelters and light camping equipment used by the protestors, we can expect the protestors to attrit in comparison to the deteriorating weather conditions.
• **IOWA DET** will assess and facilitate the securement of all critical infrastructure and assets of the client: Energy Transfer Partners (ETP); assist in procurement of security assets, and mentor the established security force at both fixed and temporary sites; liaison with local law enforcement, appropriate federal entities, and local governmental entities as needed; facilitate unhindered progress of the Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL) in the most efficient manner possible. We will assist in providing force-protection coverage for all DAPL assets, personnel, and equipment through information operations and forensic observation.
Several individuals, some associated with the group unicorn riot, attached themselves to MHE at the 35A worksite, Sandusky HDD site. At least 1 woman, Krissana Mara was arrested during the direct action protest.
INFORMATION REPORTS IN THE LAST 24 HOURS
The concern for the Sacred Stone Camp Committee will to make a decision as to where if at all the primary camp will be moved. The assessed place of transition is Oahe Lake vicinity, and High ground nearby the Prairie Knights Casino.

There is assessed to be little activity this weekend, resupply efforts and transitory movement by camp residences will be the only major events at camp. The next week’s weather will be clear and approx. in the 60 degree mark, allowing transition of movement back to the main camps.

Development of hardened structures and a security fence shows an effort to secure the elements at Sacred Rock Camp. Information gaps in collection information will be hindered due to no direct reporting, however, there will be an opportunities as the weather and environmental changes take their affects.

Small vehicle elements will continue to probe work site locations during hours of daylight. This TTP will be contained using proven tactics by LEO and affiliated assets. Myron Dewey will continue his ISR operations as long as he has freedom of movement in the area of responsibility.

We have identified 4 women involved in the targeted collection of information through DAPL security. Collection is ongoing as more information is gleaned through social media and human intelligence. Full exploitation and background check will most likely reveal heavy links to NODAPL organizers and leaders. If allowed to continue, these individuals will glean significant information from DAPL personnel through elicitation at local bars and via social media.